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Select options



EASY PEASY Skate T-Shirt

All, SPF024, Tops

€ 49.00
	





Select options



SUNSHINE Hoodie Jacket

All, Jackets, SPF024, Tops

€ 78.00
	





Select options



FLOWER RETREAT Cropped T-Shirt

All, SPF024, Tops

€ 45.00
	





Select options



PARADISE IS VERY NICE Sweatshirt

All, SPF024, Tops

€ 64.00





	





Select options



PARADISE TIE DYE Board Shorts

All, Bottoms, SPF024

€ 68.00
	





Select options



GRID Strap Dress

All, Dresses, SPF024

€ 79.00
	





Select options



DISTRESSED Wide Leg Pants

All, Bottoms, SPF024

€ 94.00
	





Select options



ESTABLISHED 015 DISTRESSED Worker Jacket

All, Jackets, SPF024

€ 139.00
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Anyone in vacation mood? 🌴
Let‘s escape reali
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Welcome to Little Man Happy!
Since 2015, Little Man Happy has been redefining kids’ fashion with a unique blend of creativity, sustainability, and urban edge. Our brand was born out of a passion for streetwear, trash culture, and the unconventional art and illustrations that make our hearts skip a beat.
We believe in fashion that knows no boundaries, where kids aged 0-15 years can express themselves freely and confidently. Our collection is designed to be gender-neutral, inclusive, and to celebrate the diverse spirits of boys and girls alike.
 
We are committed to crafting our pieces with organic and eco-friendly materials, ensuring that every garment we create is made with love and care for the environment. 
Little Man Happy offers an impressive array of playful, edgy, and timeless styles, each carefully designed for year-round comfort and durability. Whether your child is an explorer of worlds or a dreamer of dreams, our easy-to-wear pieces are adorned with bold, signature artworks that spark imagination and inspire young minds.
We celebrate the active and adventurous spirit of children, creating fashion that not only looks great but can keep up with the energy of every little explorer.
Join us on this exciting fashion journey, where our clothes not only look good but also make a positive impact. Little Man Happy is more than just a brand; it’s a movement that encourages kids to embrace their uniqueness and empowers them to be the best versions of themselves.

Unisex. Organic. Straight from the heart.
Love, Team LMH











  



Currency


AUD: Australian dollar (AU$)
CAD: Canadian dollar (C$)
EUR: Euro (€)
GBP: Pound sterling (£)
JPY: Japanese yen (¥)
USD: United States (US) dollar (US$)
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accepted payments...

          



partners we trust...

  







wanna be friends?

get 10% off your next order and sign up for latest updates on LMH...
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Item Added to your Cart!

	
There are no products



Subtotal:            : € 0.00

Checkout
Cart
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